We have studied the embryonic and adult phenotypes of genetic combinations between Polycomb (Pc), Regulator of bithorax (Rg-bx) and the genes of the Bithorax complex (BX-C) and the Antennapedia complex (ANT-C). The products of Pc and Rg-bx genes act antagonistically, their mutant combinations leading to the ectopic expression of genes of the BX-C and ANT-C. The genetic analysis of the Pc locus suggests it is a complex gene. Pc + products behave as members of a "regulatory set" that negatively control the expression of BX-C and ANT-C genes. Genetic combinations between different doses of Pc, Rg-bx and the genes of the BX-C and ANT-C have phenotypes which may be interpreted as resulting from ectopic dercpression of posterior selector genes repressing selector genes of anterior segments. The transformation phenotypes of certain genetic combinations differ in embryos and adults. A model of regulation of the BX-C and the ANT-C genes during the imaginal cell proliferation is presented, in which the specification state is maintained by self-activation of a given selector gene and down modulation of other selector genes in the same cell.
Introduction
The correct specification of the embryonic segments of Drosophila requires the normal function of the genes of two complexes, the Bithorax complex (BX-C) and the Antennapedia complex (ANT-C) (Lewis 1978; Kaufman etal. 1980) . Loss of function mutations in the genes of the BX-C cause cephalad transformations of thoracic and abdominal segments towards pro-mesothorax. As a rule, loss of function mutations in the genes of the ANT-C cause caudad transformations of cephalic and thoracic segments towards meso-metathorax. Gain of function mutations in these complexes cause opposite effects in the direction of transformation. Therefore, the genes of these complexes are thought to be involved in the specification of segmental identities. Their topographically different expression is thought to result from extrinsic positional cues that determine the segments where they should be active or inactive in order to generate the normal pattern.
The hypothesis of a specific trans-regulatory control of Offprint requests to: M.P. Capdevila at the above address the activity of the genes of the BX-C, and by extension of those of the ANT-C, is an old one (Lewis 1968 (Lewis , 1978 Garcla-Bellido 1975; Garcia-Bellido and Capdevila 1978) . Phenocopies produced by ether treatment and mutations in the locus Regulator ofbithorax (Rg-bx) cause phenotypes like those of loss of function mutations in the BX-C Garcia-Bellido 1978, 1981; Ingham and Wittle 1980) . Mutations in the locus Polycomb (Pc) cause phenotypes like those caused by gain of function mutations in the BX-C (Lewis 1978; Duncan and Lewis 1982) . More recently, several other loci with mutations having phenotypes similar to Pc have been found (Struhl 1981 a; Duncan 1982; Sato et al. 1983; Ingham 1984; Dura et al. 1985; J/irgens 1985) . Moreover, the analysis of genetic interactions between the genes Pc and Rg-bx and with the genes of the BX-C suggested that they could be involved in regulation of the expression of the BX-C genes. Formally, genes like Rg-bx correspond to inducers and those like Pc to repressors of the BX-C in a model of genetic control by repression (Garcia-Bellido 1982) . In addition to BX-C mutant phenotypes, the phenotypes of both Rg-bx-like and Pc-like mutants include, some of the mutants in the ANT-C. However, the intractions between these trans-regulatory genes and the ANT-C genes have so far only been analysed in the case of extra sex comb (esc) (Struhl 1983) . It is the aim of this paper to study the interactions between the genes Pc and Rg-bx and the BX-C and ANT-C. In a forthcoming paper, we will analyse the genetic interactions of several Polycomb-like loci with both BX-C and ANT-C (Botas and Garcia-Bellido, in preparation) .
Polycomb mutations cause lethality in homozygosis, have recessive phenotypes in embryos and have dominant phenotypes in adult heterozygotes. We will study these phenotypes in different genetic combinations to ascertain the role of Pc + in segmental specification and in the subsequent process of the maintenance of this specification during imaginal cell proliferation. The present results suggest that Pc and Rg-bx are involved in the regulation of the activity of both BX-C and ANT-C during embryonic and imaginal development.
Materials and methods
The genetic variations used, also described in Lindsley and Grell (1968) , are the following.
In the Polycomb locus: the alleles Pc 1, Pc z (Puro and Nygr6n 1975) , Pc a (Lewis 1980 ) and two new alleles Pc M~ BX-C and PC Mb, (X rays) and six, Pc M1 to pcM6, (ethylmethane sulphonate) induced in this laboratory. The Df(3L)Asc (78EF; 79BC; G. Jiirgens) and the segmental aneuploid T(Y:3) J95LJ162 R (78C; 79D; Lindsley et al. 1972) were used as Pc deletions. The reciprocal segmental aneuploid T(3;Y)J162Lj95 R, a tandem duplication Dp(3:3)c126 (78D; 79B, Duncan and Lewis 1982) and the Dp (3:2) element (21F; 75B; 80) of T(3:2)FM27 (Puro and Nygr6n 1975) were used as duplications of the Pc + locus. These deficiencies and duplications will be collectively referred to as DfPr and DpPc + in the text and tables.
In the Regulator ofbithorax locus: two recessive alleles, one lethal, Rg-bx (E.B. Lewis), and one viable, Rg-bx trxg (Capdevila, unpublished work) , a deletion, Df(3R)red Ps2 (88B1;4, E.B. Lewis) and two different duplications: Dp(3:l)kar 51 (20; 87C8; 88E1)and Dp(3: 2)ry +wT~ (2L; 87B-C; 88C) (Hall and Kankel 1976) were used. The deletion and the duplications will be referred to in the text as DfRg-bx and DpRg-bx + respectively.
In the Bithorax complex (BX-C) we have used previously described mutations, deletions and duplications for different regions of the complex (Lewis 1978; Fig. 1) . The deletions Df(3R) P9 and Df(3R) Pll5 and the duplications Dp(3:3) P5, Dp(3:3) P146 and Dp(3:l) P115 were used as deletions and duplications of the whole BX-C and designated DfBX-C and DpBJ(-C + throughout the text and tables.
In the Antennapedia complex (ANT-C) we have used previously published point mutations, deletions and duplications (Duncan and Kaufman 1975; Fig. 1) . A new allele of Antp, Antp scxMa (Botas, unpublished work) , has been incorporated in our studies; it causes a stronger phenotype than the original Antp sex allele. Df(3R)Scr (84AI-84B1, Kaufman 1978 ) and the tandem duplication Dp(3:3)D1 (84A; 85A, Duncan and Lewis 1982) were used as the deletion and duplication of the whole complex and referred to as DfANT-C and DpANT-C + in the text and tables. Df(3R)Antp +RE carries a revertant secondary mutation in the Antp locus of the ANT-C (associated to Df 84C3-4; 84D, Duncan and Kaufman 1975) .
Of the locus fs(1)h, (Gans et al. 1980) we have used its deletion Df(1)sn c~2s (7DI ; 7D5-6 Gans et al. 1980 ) and a duplication Dp(I:2)FNI07 (7A6; 8A5; 58E, Lefevre).
Different combinations of mutant variants of the loci
Pc, Rg-bx and the ANT-C and BX-C, located in the same chromosome, were constructed by meiotic recombination. The pea; Df(3)Scr and pc3; Dp(3:3)D1 recombinant chromosomes were obtained by X-ray-induced mitotic recombination in mature oocytes.
In order to distinguish different genetic classes in crosses, either the chromosomes carrying the multiple combinations and/or their homologues (usually balancer chromosomes) carried recessive (red, sbd, st, e) or dominant (Ki, Sb) markers. Balancer chromosomes were used as controls in the evaluation of phenotypes. The standard control chromosomes were TM1 in the third, In(2LR), Gla in the second and Basc in the X-chromosome. We have avoided the balancer chromosomes FM6, CyO, MKRS and all the balancer third chromosomes carrying Ubx or bx mutations, because they were found to modify the phenotypes under consideration.
The variations in the phenotypes of the Pc and the Rgbx syndromes in different genetic combinations correspond to complex pleiotropic traits that appear in either lethal homozygous embryos or in adult heterozygotes. The adult Pc syndrome includes malformations in proboscis and palpus, head-capsule and antenna, dorsal and ventral appendages in the thorax, and tergites and sternites in abdominal segments. The homoeotic phenotypes can be described as similar to those caused by gain of function mutations in either the ANT-C or the BX-C. We will consider, for quantitative analysis, only the following transformation phenotypes: "anp" corresponding to Antennapedia, "msc" to Multiple sex comb, "cbx" to Contrabithorax and "mcp" to Miscadestralpigmentation. Similarly, the Rg-bx mutants have a complex syndrome called "bithorax-variegated" (bx-v), including loss of function phenotypes of mutants in the BX-C (Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981) or transformations in head and first thoracic appendages to mesothorax in trx alleles (Ingham and Whitle 1980) . Of the bx-v phenotype we will only consider the haltere to wing transformations in metathorax (MT) and transformations of the 5th and 7th tergites to anterior segments (T5 and T7).
Some genetic combinations mentioned in the text have poor viability. However, their phenotypic description (see below) is based on at least 20, and up to 200 individuals of each genotype. Often replicas of the same genetic combinations were constructed using two different duplications [e.g. Dp Rg-bx + (X) and Dp Rg-bx + (II) indicating the chromosome used] or deletions [e.g. Df(3) Asc and Df(3, sgm) 
The quantification of the homoeofic mcp and all the bx-v transformations is given as percentage (penetrance) of flies exhibiting them. The anp, msc and cbx phenotypes are given in degrees of expressivity, classified along a linear scale from 0 (wildtype) to 10, corresponding to the most extreme phenotypes known or the maximum possible homoeotic transformation. Thus, the value 7 in anp corresponds to that in AntpV3b/4-flies, 4 in msc to Msc/+ flies and 7 in cbx to Hm/+ (Haltere mimic) heterozygotes. Expressivity varies with sex, and with the balancer chromosomes present in the genome. Thus, e.g. pc3~+ has the values 1, 1, 1 (with regard to the phenotypes anp, msc and cbx respectively) but pc3/TM1 is 2, 2, 2. The anp phenotype refers to females where it is more extreme; msc can only be quantified in the sex comb teeth of males and T5 and T7 was studied in males where it is clearer. The expressivity values presented in the tables can only be considered average estimations, with variations corresponding to about one decimal point standard deviation.
Embryos were mounted following van der Meer's (1977) method. Mitotic recombination was induced by X-rays (dose 1,000 R; 300 R/rain. 100 kV 15 mA 2 mm AL filter) in growing larvae timed with respect to oviposition. As cell markers we used yellow (y), multiple wing hairs (mwh), javelin (jr) and tricornered (trc). The latter is a mutation in the 3L, 48 + (26 in the mitotic map) (Garcia-Bellido, unpublished work) that marks trichomes as well as chaetes (Fig. 2) .
Results

The Polycomb locus
In addition to the reported alleles Pc ~, Pc 2 and Pc 3, we have studied new ones in order to define the phenotypic variation of the mutant syndrome and to ascertain the cytological location of the gene.
The cytological data presented in Table 1 indicate that Pc is located near or at 78D8-EI-2 in the polytene chromosomes.
Old and new mutant alleles originated by X-rays (Pc Mb and Pc MM) and by EMS mutagenesis (pcM1--Pc M6) (Botas et al. 1982) show a dominant phenotype in adult flies and a recessive phenotype in homozygous lethal embryos. As seen in Table 1 , individual alleles may differ in the strength of the phenotypic expression of the various traits of the syndrome, but cannot be graded in a common expressivity series. Some point mutants have stronger phenotypes in heterozygotes than the deletion of the locus. We confirm the antimorphic behaviour of Pc 2 reported by Puro and Nygr~n (1975) and of Pc 3 (Duncan and Lewis 1982) . Thus, Pc3/Pc3/Dp Pc + has a stronger phenotype than Pca/DfPc/ Dp Pc +, as was shown using two different duplications (Dp(3:3)c a26 and Dp(3;2)FM27).
The recessive phenotype in lethal embryos is similar in all the Pc alleles studied. It varies in the extent of the transformation of anterior segments to patterns corresponding to the abdominal 8th segment (Lewis 1978 The double heterozygous escapers show a surprisingly mild homoeotic transformation. This includes the typical anp, msc, cbx and mcp phenotypes, but they have in addition more frequent malformations in the proboscis, maxillary palps and head capsule. The double heterozygotes that die as embryos are similar in the phenotype to the corresponding embryonic lethal homozygotes, i.e. there is no indication of complementation in phenotype in embryos. These complementation tests did not, therefore, permit a subdivision of the locus in different complementation groups; if such exist, they are blurred by complex polar effects. These results are compatible with either Pc being a complex locus with polar effect between certain alleles, or a single gene coding for a homo-multimeric protein with intracistronic complementation. The indicated antimorphic behaviour of some alleles supports the second interpretation. Struhl (1981a) and Duncan and Lewis (1982) showed that in morphogenetic mosaics, clones of homozygous Pc cells (Pc 2 and Pc 3) exhibit cell autonomous phenotypes.
These phenotypes were, in both cases, identified as corresponding to anal plates. We have repeated these experiments with Pc I, Pc ~ and Pc 3. Mitotic recombination was induced in y; Dp(1;3)sc J4, y+ trc/mwh jv Pc* larvae. All the Pc alleles tested appear in clones in twin with trc in head, thorax, tergites ( Fig. 2a) and sternites as small patches of unpigmented cuticle, with scattered mwh trichomes and occasional slender chaetes. These cuticular patterns cannot be asigned to any known cuticular pattern in the adult fly, including the analia. In fact, the same phenotype also appears in clones in the analia (Fig. 2c) . The fact that the phenotypes of clones are similar in all the Pc alleles tested suggests that they may be related to the transformations found in embryos, i.e. to terminalia, with no actual cuticular representation in the adult. In the wing, early initiated clones can be large, differentiating only thin cuticle, or disappear leaving a hole (Fig. 2b) . Those originating later show trichomes (and sensillae) corresponding 
Interactions of Polycomb with the gene Regulator of bithorax
As discussed in previous work the gene Rg-bx behaves genetically as an antagonist of the gene Polycomb (Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981) . Loss of function alleles of Rg-bx cause transformations similar to those of loss of function alleles in the BX-C, i.e. transformations of opposite direction in the anterior-posterior axis to those caused by Pc mutations. Moreover, the transformations typical of both pc3/4-and Rg-bx/+ heterozygotes are corrected in Pc3/4-; Rg-bx/4-flies.This behaviour has led to the hypothesis that the phenotypes of Rg-bx mutants result from the mutual titration of the amounts of Rg-bx + and Pc + products. The analysis of the phenotypes resulting from interactions of Pc and Rg-bx with the BX-C is now extended to phenotypes related to the ANT-C. Some alleles of the Rg-bx locus cause transformations of the first thoracic to the second thoracic segment. This is the case of "trithorax" (Ingham and Wittle 1980) and of a spontaneus viable allele of an Australian
The results presented in Table 2 permit the generalization that the Rg-bx gene acts as antagonist of the Pc gene in all the genotypes. Thus, Pc 3 (and the Df(3L)Asc, not shown) corrects the bx-v phenotypes in MT, T5 and T7 of double heterozygotes and reciprocally all the Pc phenotypes are normalized. Moreover, the Dp Rg-bx +, (either in the X-chromosome, or in the second chromosome) exaggerates all the Pc phenotypes of Pc 3 heterozygotes. However, the Dp Pc + (segmental or Dp(3;3)c126) neither shows bx-v phenotypes, nor exaggerates the phenotype of D f Rgbx heterozygotes. This asymmetrical behaviour suggests that Pc causes mutant phenotypes only by insufficiency of function (see Discussion).
The same conclusion can be derived from the study of embryos. D f Rg-bx homozygotes only show a weak transformation of the cuticular pattern of the abdominal segments to thoracic ones (thinner denticle belts), confirming the observation of Duncan and Lewis (1982) . Since the Rgbx mutations show strong maternal effects, the weak embryonic phenotype could be due to perdurance of Rg-bx § products released in the oocyte. However, Ingham (1983) has shown that oocytes hemizygous for trx 3 develop a similar phenotype in trx/Df Rg-bx zygotes. Conversely, we found that embryos with four doses of Pc § (homozygous for Dp(3 ;3)c126) have normal segmentation patterns and size of larval cuticular elements. In fact, flies of this genotype emerge as adults and do not show traits of the bith- Pc 3 (Fig. 3a) . Ingham (1983) showed a similar effect in extra sex comb; Df Rg-bx embryos. These results confirm those in adult heterozygotes. They indicate that insufficiency of Pc products can be corrected by insufficiency of Rg-bx products or be exaggerated by the excess of the same products, but the excess of Pc + products has no mutant phenotype (see Discussion).
The mutationfs(1)h and the Df(1)sn c~28 that includes the locus have similar phenotypes to those of Rg-bx mutants in combination with BX-C loss of function mutations (Gans et al. 1980) . However Pc 3 heterozygotes show no variations in the Pc syndrome with variable doses of the fs(1)h locus (Table 2) . Interestingly, however, the fs(1)h gene seems to be involved in the expression of Rg-bx because the presence of Dp Rg-bx + in Df (1) 
Interactions between Polycomb and the Bithorax complex
The pioneer work of Lewis (1978; Duncan and Lewis 1982) has shown that the phenotypes of Pc adult heterozygotes and of homozygous embryos vary with the number of BX-C copies present in the genome. It is exaggerated with extra doses of the BX-C and cancelled in Df BX-C/4-flies, suggesting that Pc acts as a control gene, by repression, of the BX-C genes.
This hypothesis has direct implications that can be studied in detail in certain genetic combinations. Let us first consider the interactions of the Pc gene with mutant alleles in the Ubx domain of the BX-C. Recent molecular data suggest that the Ubx domain contains two regions, one coding for RNAs that reach the cytoplasm and are translated into proteins -the bithorax region -and another that codes for RNAs that do not become translated -the bithoraxoid -postbithorax region. The latter could have regulator functions upon the transcriptional products of the former (Beachy et al. 1985) . The following experiments were planned to answer the question of whether the insufficiency of Pc + products differentialy affects these two Ubx We now consider the interactions between the genes Pc and Rg-bx in different combinations with the other elements of the BX-C (Table 4) . For the sake of simplicity, we will only compare the most characteristic phenotypes of the Pc and Rg-bx mutations. It must be remembered that, of the Pc syndrome, the cbx and mcp phenotypes correspond to the phenotype of excess of function mutations of the BX-C and those of anp and msc correspond to excess of function mutations in the ANT-C.
These phenotypes within the realm of action of the ANT-C genes could result from a direct effect of Pc + on these genes or be mediated by the ectopic expression (by derepression) of the BX-C genes. The comparison of genetic combinations 1-5 in Table 4 shows that Ubx mutations and BX-C deletions have a normalizing effect on most Pc phenotypes, indicating that the Pc phenotypes (with the exception of mcp) are caused by excess of function of the BX-C genes. The genetic combinations 6-8 are consistent with the model in which the products of the Rg-bx gene interact with the BX-C by titrating the Pc + products. Whereas the Df Rg-bx normalizes the effects of Pc insufficiency, its duplication (Dp Rg-bx +) exaggerates it to such a level that the msc and cbx phenotypes appear again although not the anp one.
In the combinations 9-17 (in Table 4 ) the BX-C is in extra doses. Again the Pc phenotypes appear exaggerated in expressivity -although in different degrees depending on the particular duplication. Interestingly, some Pc 3 flies with four doses of the BX-C (homozygous Dp(3.'3)PS) have a strong "cephalothorax" (cpt) phenotype. The partial duplications (Dp (3 ;2) PIO or Dp (3 : 3) bxd 10o) have a lesser effect on all the Pc phenotypes, and Dp(3:3)Mc, which contains only some of the abdominal genes of the BX-C, not only does not reinforce the Pc phenotypes but in fact diminishes them, especially the cbx phenotype. These flies, however, show a cpt phenotype. Similar inconsistencies accompany the mcp phenotypes in the same combinations. As is indicated in the Discussion, these results are indicative of interactions between the genes of the different domains of the BX-C.
Pc also exaggerates the phenotypes of mutants with excess of function phenotypes, Cbx, Hm (and the "microcephalus" phenotype of the Dp(3:3)Mc) (combinations 12, 15-17) . In the combination with Cbx, only the cbx phenotype increases in expressivity. However, in the Hm combination the cbx also increases but other Pc phenotypes are reduced, compared with Pc/+ controls, perhaps because Hm (T(2:3)Hm), with a break-point in the Ubx control region (Bender et al. 1985) , behaves as a Ubx mutation.
The effects caused by extra doses of the BX-C on the Pc phenotypes are, as expected, reduced in the presence of Df Rg-bx (combination 13) and exaggerated in flies carrying a duplication of the Rg-bx locus (combinations 14, 17) . Remarkably, in the latter combinations the expected extreme insufficiency of Pc § products either does not affect the anp phenotype or normalizes it. This observation parallels the slight differences found in the Pc phenotype between flies with three and four doses of the BX-C (combinations 9 and 10; see Discussion).
Extra doses of the locus Pc (Dp(3:2)FM27, segmental and Dp (3: 3)c126) do not cause mutant phenotypes in combination with deletions (or duplications) of the BX-C, except in some interesting conditions. Dp Pc + causes a reduction in the number of sex comb teeth in the basitarsus of the male foreleg (the dominant phenotype of the mutation Scr; combination 18). This phenotype remains in Dp Pc+; DfBX-C (combination 19), but it is normalized in Dp Pc § ; Dp BX-C (combination 20) flies, suggesting that an excess of Pc § products repress ANT-C genes (Scr) with antagonistic effects by the BX-C (see below).
The phenotypes of combinations 22-25 are consistent with previous findings and reinforce previous interpretations.
Interactions between Polycomb and the Antennapedia complex
Pc mutations have phenotypes corresponding to the realm of action of the ANT-C genes. A phenotypic description of different genetic combinations of the genes Pc, Rg-bx Tables 2 and 4 Strong Pc effects on anterior mesopleura 
Interactions between Polycomb and the Bithorax complex and Antennapedia complex
Previous results have shown that the Pc phenotypes are modified by genetic variations of both the ANT-C and the BX-C in the realms of action of both complexes. The following experiments consider the interaction between the three groups of genes. First, the adult phenotypes of flies with combinations of variable doses of the BX-C and the ANT-C were analysed. As seen in combinations 1-4 (Table 6 ) they show mainly additive effects of the individual phenotypes of each complex, corresponding to a scr phenotype of DfANT-C, and extra sex comb teeth in the second tarsal joint in Dp ANT-C + flies. As reported elsewhere (Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981) the DfBX-C has T5 and T7 transformations (7% and 30% respectively) and a mcp phenotype in heterozygotes (60%). It is interesting that in the double heterozygotes DfANT-C; DfBX-C (combination 1) the mcp phenotype disappears, but remains equal in Dp ANT-C + ; DfBX-C flies (50%, combination 2). DfANT-C does not affect the T5 and T7 phenotypes of DfBX-C flies but the Dp ANT-C + reduces the first and exaggerates the second phenotype (combinations t and 2). Thus, at least some of the T5, T7 and mcp phenotypes are due to the expression of the ANT-C in the abdomen (see Duncan and Lewis 1982 and Discussion).
In embryos, the phenotype of DfANT-C; DfBX-C homozygotes is merely additive. They show the tranformations of the individual deficiencies: transformations to promesothorax in all segments in addition to a fushi-tarazu phenotype (Nfisslein-Volhard and Wieschaus t980). However, they retain in the head normal antenno-maxillary organs as we find in DfANT-C homozygous embryos. Dp ANT-C+; Dp BX-C + embryos are normal. When we study embryos with a decompensated ratio of ANT-C and (Fig. 4 b) . This phenotype suggests an over-expression of ANT-C genes in the abdomen as a consequence of the insufficiency of BX-C genes. Embryos with one dose of the ANT-C and four doses of the BX-C (homozygous for Dp(3)P5), are occasionally lethal, having normal cephalic segmental patterns, but the last thoracic segment and, in particular, the abdomen are abnormal. In the abdomen, visible segmentation disappears, leading to a single large plate of denticles (Fig. 4 a) . Since this phenotype is even more extreme than that caused by homozygosity of DfANT-C, we interpret it as resulting from the repression of other genes in addition to those of the ANT-C by an excess of BX-C gene products. Interestingly, some flies of the latter genetic combination can emerge as phenotypically normal adults (see Discussion).
An analysis of the combinations of Pc ~ and BX-C and ANT-C in adult heterozygotes (5 8 in Table 6 ) now follows.
In combination 7 the expected pc3; Dp BX-C + syndrome (see combination 9, Table 4 ) is suppressed by DfANT-C, suggesting again that this complex is involved in all the Pc phenotypes. This is confirmed in combination 8, with Dp ANT-C +, in which all the Pc phenotypes are strongly expressed. Further insufficiency of Pc + products in flies Pc 3, Dp Rg-bx + and the same BX-C and ANT-C combinations (9-12, Table 6 ) shows the same trend. It is, however, surprising that the phenotypes are not stronger than in previous combinations with either one or two Dp BX-C + and/ or Dp ANT-C +. It appears that the strength of the adult Pc phenotypes reaches a limit (see Discussion). Consistent with this, the phenotype of pc3; DfBX-C is only slightly modified in the presence of either Df ANT-C or Dp ANT-C + (combinations 9 and 10; compare with combination 8 in Table 4 ). The differences caused by either the excess or insufficiency of the ANT-C clearly affect the anp phenotype (it appears in combinations carrying Dp ANT-C + and disappears in those carrying the DfANT-C) but less so the msc phenotype. As seen above, the scr phenotype of
DfANT-C is not affected by deletions or duplications of the BX-C (combinations 1 and 3) but it is normalized in
Pc 3 and even more so in Pc3; DfBX-C heterozygotes (combination 5).
The same combinations of BX-C and ANT-C were studied in flies simultaneously heterozygous for DfRg-bx (combinations 13-16, Table 6 ). The results indicate that there are variations in the bx-v phenotypes, but not in the Pc phenotypes (see combination 6, Table 4 ). The bx-v phenotypes of Rg-bx; DfBX-C are exaggerated in the presence of DfANT-C and strongly reduced in the presence of Dp ANT-C + (combinations 13-14; compare with combinations 1 and 2). DfRg-bx; Dp BX-C + has almost no bx-v phenotypes (combination 26, Table 4 ) but DfANT-C increases them as in DfRg-bx; DfANT-C flies (see combination 6, Table 5 ). These findings indicate that the bx-v mutant phenotypes in the abdomen result from the abnormal expression of the genes of both the BX-C and ANT-C.
427
The transformation phenotypes of homozygous embryos for different combinations of Pc, BX-C and ANT-C are consistent with the phenotypes of heterozygotes. Lewis (1978) showed that Pc 3 homozygous embryos have segmental transformations to characteristics of abdominal 8th in all the anterior segments, including at least some cephalic ones. This transformation pattern was more extreme in Pc 3 ; Dp BX-C + embryos (Duncan and Lewis 1982) . A similar phenotype to that found in esc ; Df(3)P9) homozygous embryos (Struhl 1983 ) was found in Pc 3 ; DfBX-C embryos. In these embryos the segments caudal to prothorax are transformed to pro-mesothorax. They show, in addition, a cephalic transformation, at least in one segment, to promesothoracic characteristics (Fig. 3 d) . This indicates a direct effect of Pc on the cephalic segments, pc3; DfANT-C embryos show the additional phenotype of Pc and Df ANT-C (Fig. 3b) . The segmentation pattern is that offtz-embryos : the head is severely malformed and the denticle belts present resemble those of abdominal 8th. The phenotype found in pc3; DfANT-C; DfBX-C embryos is similar to that of Df ANT-C; Df BX-C embryos, pc3; Dp ANT-C + embryos are similar to Pc 3 embryos, although the transformation to Ab 8 is stronger in the former (Fig. 3 c) , again indicating a role of the ANT-C genes in the abdominal Pc syndrome. The transformation phenotype of pc3; Dp ANT-C+; DfBX-C embryos is similar to that of pc3; Df BX-C embryos.
Discussion
In previous work we put forward the hypothesis that the activity of the BX-C genes is under the control of both Pc and Rg-bx (Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981 ; GarciaBellido 1982) . In that model the Rg-bx gene would code for an "inducer" that titrates molecules of repressor coded by Pc. The differential activity of the BX-C genes would depend in this model on the differential concentration along an anterior-posterior axis (determined by an underlying Pc + or Rg-bx + gradient) of unbound Pc + products free to repress the BX-C genes (see Lewis 1978) . We will see how far this model can be extended to the regulation of the genes of the ANT-C.
The embryonic phenotypes
The embryonic phenotype of homozygous Pc 3 mutants shows transformations of abdominal, thoracic and cephalic segments into segments with patterns of abdominal 8th characteristics. The transformations increase in expressivity in more posterior segments and are only partial in the head. There are several possible explanations as to why these transformations are unexpectedly incomplete:
1. The zygotic phenotype of Pc 3 homozygotes is affected by remnant Pc + products from the oocyte. In fact, the phenotype is even more extreme in zygotes deriving from Pc homozygous oocytes (Lawrence et al. 1983) .
2. Pc 3 may not be a total amorphic mutation, for its phenotype in embryos is less extreme than that of Df(3)Asc. The incomplete transformation observed could be explained if the studied Pc mutants were leaky mutations -including Df(3)Asc -and/or the zygotes retain Pc + products that can still be titrated with Rg-bx + products.
3. The locus is complex. Complementation for viability between Pc alleles in some double heterozygous combinations supports this idea. In addition, the adult escapers have phenotypes only slightly more extreme than pc3/+ flies. Moreover, different Pc alleles may differentially affect the several traits of the adult syndrome. Thus, the Pc locus could be either a complex gene with strong polar effects between alleles or a single cistron coding for a homomultimeric protein allowing for intracistronic complementation.
The idea that Pc 3 causes the ectopic transcription of the BX-C genes has been recently confirmed with antibodies against the protein products of Ubx + in situ (Beachy et al. 1985) . However, the hypothesis that Pc codes for the only repressor involved in the regulation of the BX-C (and ANT-C) is, at first glance, inconsistent with the fact that embryos or adults with four doses of the locus are normal both in segmentation and cuticular patterns. The same is true even in embryos carrying four doses of Pc + which are, in addition, homozygous for the DfRg-Bx. If Pc were the only repressor element, its excess of concentration would result in a mutant phenotype. Other loci, e.g. extra sex comb (esc) (Struhl 1981 ) and other Polycomb-like mutants (Jfirgens 1985) , have similar embryonic phenotypes and could also be involved, along with Pc, in the regulation of the BX-C. In fact, a similar change to that of Pc mutants in the segmental distribution of Ubx transcripts was found in esc mutant embryos (Struhl and Akam 1985) . Since the phenotypes of Pc result only from insufficiency of its gene products, the gene could code for a limiting element along with several others involved in the expression of the BX-C. The antagonistic Rg-bx gene, on the other hand, also has adult phenotypes resulting only from its insufficiency of function. Extra doses of Rg-bx + certainly exaggerate the Pc phenotype and its deficiency corrects the Pc syndrome, but the homozygous duplication of the locus has no embryonic mutant phenotype either. Thus, it is possible that the Rg-bx and Pc mutant phenotypes result from the titration of Pc + products which act as an element of a set in the regulation of expression of the BX-C genes (see below).
In order to explain the embryonic phenotypes of Pc in the cephalic segments, we have first to consider the interactions between the different selector genes within each gene complex and between the BX-C and ANT-C. The BX-C can be subdivided into three complementation groups, Ubx, abd A and abd B (Sfinchez-Herrero et al. 1985) . The limited distribution of Ubx + products~(RNAs or protein) in the abdominal segments of the embryo (Akam 1983; Beachy et al. 1985) is caudally extended in mutants of the abdominal domains of the BX-C (Struhl and White 1985) . The complex phenotypes of mutations in the loci proboscipedia (pb), Sexcomb reduced (Scr) and Antennapedia (Antp) (Denell 1973) also suggest interactions between these genes (Kaufman 1978 ). An interdependence of the two complexes BX-C and ANT-C specifying segmental phenotypes is supported by several observations. Firstly, the realm of action of some genes of both complexes, Scr, Anti) and Ubx, in- cludes the thoracic segments. We have seen that embryos with four doses of the BX-C and one of the ANT-C show phenotypes corresponding to the repression of the ANT-C (Fig. 4a) and, vice versa, embryos with four doses of ANT-C and one of the BX-C have anterior-directed transformations in the abdominal segments (Fig. 4 b) . The outstanding work by Struhl (1983) in his analysis of double homozygotes for deletions of the BX-C and mutations in Antp and Scr in embryonic phenotypes led to the same conclusions: the BX-C genes seem to repress the gene Antp in the abdomen. And in the thoracic segments Antp § products seem to repress the gene Scr. The genetically inferred repression of the gene Antp by BX-C products is consistent with the observed caudal extension of the pattern of Antp § RNA products in D f B X -C homozygous embryos compared with wild-type embryos (Hafen et al. 1984) .
Thus, the present results and those previously published point to the distinct possibility that the phenotypes that we observe in single mutants in either the ANT-C or the BX-C are compound phenotypes resulting from interactions of genes within each complex and between complexes. Thus, selector genes active in a given segment would prevent those selector genes specific to the next or all anterior segments being expressed in that segment. In this cascade repression model we can now interpret the phenotypes of Pc and different combinations of BX-C and ANT-C. The Pc phenotypes in head and thorax are more extreme in embryos with extra doses of the BX-C, possibly as a consequence of derepression of BX-C abdominal genes in the head, preventing the function of more anterior BX-C genes and all the genes of the ANT-C. Lewis (/978) showed that D f B X -C embryos have mandibular-like structures in the 8th segment. And D f B X -C embryos that are in addition Antp and Scr show cephalic structures in the abdominal segments (Struhl 1983) . Pc; D f B X -C embryos show the thoracic and abdominal segments transformed to a prothoracic-mesothoracic pattern that corresponds to the absence of all the BX-C genes. However, some cephalic segments have now lost the abdominal characteristics but retain a mutant phenotype (Lewis 1978) corresponding to thoracic segments (Fig. 3 d) . This cephalic phenotype possibly results from derepression of the ANT-C genes, because it is retained in Pc3; DpANT-C+; D f B X -C embryos. Interestingly, this is also the phenotype of Pc 3 ; D f A N T -C (Fig. 3 b) and, in fact, of D f A N T -C alone. These results are consistent with the notion that the derepression of ANT-C thoracic genes (Antp and Scr) due to Pc + insufficiency causes the repression of cephalic genes in the cephalic segments, leading to a phenotype similar to the lack of function of these genes as in D f A N T -C embryos.
The adult phenotypes
This interpretation of the phenotypes of Pc homozygous embryos can now be extended to explain the adult phenotypes of Pc/4-heterozygous adults. Presumably, we are observing in these heterozygotes the consequences of insufficiency of Pc + products during imaginal cell proliferation. This insufficiency is modulated by the amount of Rg bx + products because, as a rule, the Pc phenotype is reduced or rescued in heterozygotes for D f Rg-bx and is exaggerated in Pc flies that carry extra doses of the Rg-bx + locus as duplications. Moreover, the bx-v phenotypes of Rg-bx heterozygotes are reduced in Pc; Df Rg-bx heterozygotes, suggesting that they result from a local excess of Pc + products. As seen above and in previous papers (Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981; Ingham 1981; Struhl 1981a) , mitotic recombination clones of Pc and Rg-bx (trx) homozygous cells have transformation phenotypes indicating that both genes are required throughout the imaginal development to maintain the correct activity of the ANT-C and BX-C genes. However, the phenotype of those clones shows inconsistencies with the phenotype of homozygous embryos. In Pc mutations cephalic, thoracic and abdominal segments show transformations to terminalia in clones and to A8 in embryos. Rg-bx (trx) clones in cephalic and prothoracic segments show transformations with patterns assignable to mesothorax and, similarly, clones in the female genitalia (A8 segment) also show thoracic cuticular patterns. Clones in abdominal histoblasts do not show transformation phenotypes (Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981; Ingham 1981 Ingham , 1985 . Homozygous embryos, on the other hand, do not show homoeotic transformations.
The Pc phenotypes may be seen as the result of derepression of the epistatic abdominal BX-C genes, both in embryos and in imaginal cells. The transformation phenotypes of Rg-bx clones can be explained by repression of the corresponding selector gene and the appearance of the pro-mesothorax alternative. We cannot, however, easily explain the lack of transformation in the abdominal clones or the lack of mutant phenotype in DfRg-bx embryos. Their normal phenotype cannot be explained as resulting from the lack of effect of Rg-bx + products in this stage because DfRg-bx rescues the Pc phenotype in double homozygous embryos. These considerations uncover inconsistencies in the simple model of Rg-bx mutations having phenotypes by titrating Pc + products (see below).
The Pc phenotypes in adults correspond to known dominant mutations in those complexes that cause ectopic excess of function, such as Antp, Msc, Cbx and Mcp mutations. These Pc phenotypes could, in principle, be explained by the particular derepression of these genes. However, the present genetic analysis shows that the underlying mechanism is more complex. Most Pc phenotypes corresponding to both BX-C and ANT-C -are reduced in either Pc; DfBX-C or in Pc; DfANT-C heterozygous flies or in triple heterozygotes. DfBX-C (as e.g. Df(3R)P9) heterozygous flies already express a strong mcp phenotype, which is exaggerated in Pc; DfBX-C heterozygotes but reduced in Pc; DfANT-C heterozygotes. This reduction is possibly due to the insufficiency of ANT-C because the phenotype disappears in Pc; DfBX-C; DfANT-C heterozygous flies. Thus, it is possible that the mcp phenotype results from the excess of function of some ANT-C genes in the abdomen in the absence of BX-C abdominal genes. In a similar way, the other Pc phenotypes can be explained if the mutation Pc causes the ectopic expression of the genes of both ANT-C and BX-C in all segments. All the genes of the BX-C seem to be involved in the Pc syndrome because partial deficiencies of it (Dfbxd 1~176 or DfPIO) or even Ubx mutants reduce the Pc phenotypes, and different partial duplications (Dp(3:2)PIO or Dp(3.'3)Me) increase them, although to a lesser extent than a duplication of the whole complex (Table 4) . A similar effect can be ascribed to deletions of the ANT-C. Interestingly, the lack of only the Antp locus (DfAntp +R2) increases the anp phenotype but reduces the msc one (Table 5 ). This finding confirms that the Antp locus is involved in the generation of both phenotypes. The msc phenotype can be due, at least in part, to repression of Antp by products of more posterior selector genes (those of the BX-C), the anp phenotype from the repression of antennal genes by selector genes of the ANT-C. Since there are no known loci in the ANT-C that have null alleles causing the antenna to engage in leg transformation (Kaufman et al. 1980) , the anp transformation of Pc mutants could result from repression of genes outside the complex.
As expected from the above hypothesis of negative regulation, the Pc syndrome is increased in Pc; Dp BX-C + heterozygotes, again suggesting that even the cephalic transformations are in part due to ectopic expression of the BX-C genes. However, partial duplications like Dp bxd l~176 or Dp Me do not contribute to the increase in phenotype, although Dp Mc has a "microcephalus" phenotype that is enhanced in Pc heterozygotes. But Pc heterozygous flies with four doses of the BX-C are only slightly more Pc in phenotype than flies with three doses (Table 4) , suggesting there is a phenotypic limit to the homoeotic transformation caused by Pc in adult heterozygotes. Moreover, the Dp ANT-C + does not behave as Dp BX-C+ ; actually, Pc; Dp ANT-C + heterozygous flies have reduced Pc phenotypes, compared with euploid flies for ANT-C (Table 5 ). In addition, the presence of Dp ANT-C + even reduces the Pc phenotype ofDp BX-C + in triple heterozygotes (Table 6 and 7). In fact, the maximal Pc phenotypes appear in Pc; Dp Rg-bx + flies, diminishing from this level in combinations with Dp BX-C + or Dp ANT-C + or with both duplications together (Tables 6 and 7) . These surprising results can be explained if the derepression of the BX-C and ANT-C genes reaches a maximal transformation as the result of the counteracting effect of repression by derepressed posterior selector genes of the complexes and derepression of anterior ones. This is clearly the case in the msc and cbx phenotypes. Both Antp and Ubx genes share the realm of action of the meso-and metathorax but act in opposite directions, counteracting each other in the msc and cbx phenotypes. The fact that all the Pc phenotypes, even in Pc double heterozygous escapers, show relatively weak transformations compared with those of mutants of excess of function in the individual loci, suggests that the observed adult phenotypes result from a compromise between derepression and repression by more posterior acting genes in the same cells. In these interactions, we expect derepression to be dominant, i.e. one single active copy of a gene among several inactive ones will have a phenotype, and repression to be recessive, i.e. all the gene copies must be inactive in order to show a mutant phenotype.
The postulated epistasis of posterior selector genes upon more anterior ones could take place by different operations. (We emphasize here that the terms "repression" and "derepression" used in this discussion are operational, not implying a particular molecular mechanism.) It could result from specific repression of a given selector gene by the selector of the adjacent posterior segment, or from 
The initiation and maintenance of selector gene activity
The present results indicate that the Pc + function is required both in embryogenesis for specification of segmental identities and for the maintenance of this specification during imaginal cell proliferation. It is, therefore, surprising that the embryonic and adult phenotypes of the same mutant loci are different. We have encountered these differences in the double heterozygotes for Pc alleles in embryos and in escapers, the former showing strong, the latter weak transformations. Similarly, we have found that flies with one dose of the ANT-C and four doses of the BX-C may die as embryos with an extreme phenotype (Fig. 4a) or emerge as normal adults. Moreover, the phenotype of homozygous Antp lethal alleles in embryos shows a transformation of mesothorax and metathorax to prothorax (Wakimoto and Kaufman 1981) , but the phenotype of mitotic recombination clones is a transformation of mesothorax to antenna (Struhl 1981b) . In clones of triple mutant Antp Scr Ubx cells, all the legs show antennal transformations (Struhl 1982) . Early mosaics of Ubx show transformations of metathoracie and mesothoracic structures to prothoracic ones, but only to mesothoracic ones when mosaicism was initiated later (Morata and Kerridge 1981; Mifiana and Garcia-Bellido 1982) . These findings suggest that at initiation and during proliferation the same genes use different references or have different epistatic relationships.
What is the nature of these gene interactions in embryogenesis and during imaginal cell proliferation? As indicated above, Pc + is only a limiting element in the regulation of the activit of the BX-C and ANT-C. It is possibly a member of a group of genes, generically called "Polycomb group", all of which, individually or participating in a multimeric complex, are modulated by the products of the Rg-bx gene (Botas and Garcia-Bellido, unpublished work) . We will call this the "regulatory set", and we maintain the proposition that its concentration, decreasing in a posterior direction along the longitudinal axis of the embryo, determines the differential activity of the selector genes of the ANT-C and BX-C (Lewis 1978; Capdevila and Garcia-Bellido 1981; Garcia-Bellido 1982; Struhl 1983) (Fig. 5) . Since the differential transcription of the Ubx and Antp genes starts shortly after blastoderm, the control exerted by the regulatory set could already operate in these early stages (Akam 1983; Hafen et al. 1984; Beachy et al. 1985; Struhl and Akam 1985; Struhl and White 1985) .
When we try to use this model to explain the function of the regulatory set during imaginal cell proliferation, we encounter difficulties. In order to maintain the segmental identity, the cells of a given segment must faithfully retain the active selector genes on and the repressed ones off in successive cell divisions. This cannot result from irreversible replicative modifications in the genes of the complexes, because Pc or Rg-bx homozygous mutant clones or Pc heterozygous cells can change their segmental identity at any time during proliferation. This stability could be accomplished if the relative regulatory set/Rg-bx concentrations are maintained in particular segments at their initial values during subsequent cell divisions. The difficulty of maintaining these correct concentrations can be reduced if we consider that an active gene of the complex will repress more anterior (and posterior?) selector genes in the same cell. The postu-lated repression should be considered as modulation because cells of the same compartment may express the products of various selector genes, as happens with Antp and BX-C genes in abdominal segments (Akam 1983; Hafen et al. 1984; Struhl and White 1985) . The accuracy could be increased if the active selector genes produce self-activating products (or have an anti-repressor function) that reinforce its transcription, maintaining it above chance variations of the regulatory set concentration (Garcia-Bellido and Capdevila 1978) (Fig. 5) . Moreover, the faithful combination of selector genes in particular compartments could be ensured by cell-cell communication.
Cell lineage analysis of the imaginal mosaic phenotypes of Pc and Rg-bx heterozygotes has shown that they do not result from clonal decisions early in development (Duncan and Lewis 1982; Ingham 1981) . Neither are the partial transformations of bx and Cbx mutants clonal (Morata 1975; Sfinchez-Herrero and Morata 1983) . In situ visualization of Ubx + products by immunofluorescence in imaginal discs of these mutants has shown that the Ubx pattern of expression corresponds to the adult pattern of homoeotic transformation (Cabrera et al. 1985) . Thus, cell-cell interactions play a role in maintaining gene activity during proliferation. They possibly also play a role in early specification. In this step the presumed monotonic variations of regulatory set concentration along the embryonic axis could be converted into segmental discontinuities, making use of the same operations of cell-cell interactions and reinforcement of gene activity.
The uncovering of atavic patterns
A last point deserves special mention. We have seen that certain genetic combinations lead to the appearance of extra sex comb teeth in the second tarsal joint of the male foreleg. They appear in flies carrying a duplication of the ANT-C, a more extreme phenotype appears in Pc; Dp ANT-C + and even more so in Dp Rg-bx+; Dp ANT-C + heterozygous flies. The corresponding tarsal joint in females is normal, suggesting that the male phenotype results from uncovering a sexually dimorphic pathway rather than being caused by abnormal growth. This pattern probably results from the derepression of some genes in the ANT-C, possibly of the Antp locus, because dominant mutations like Antp scuM1 (Botas, unpublished work) show it. Interestingly, this phenotype appears in the wild-type condition in many Drosophila species of the obscura and melanogaster subgroups (GarciaBellido 1983).
